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Introduction

To be or not to be, a question you may ask yourself on an all too regular basis, in

terms of whether your talent is going to go any further than it already has?

And this report takes a view on the outcome, in terms of whether your talent

wins out or not, by asserting from the offset that the answer sits firmly with you.

Because YOU have a talent right?

But I'm sure you'll agree that having a talent is the easy bit.  And I guess you're

all too familiar with examples of friends, role models and inspirers of incredibly

talented people who haven't met the levels of success their talent deserves

either.

But conversely you know only too well of people with far less talent who've

made it above and beyond what feels merited.

Yet there are things you alone CAN do to make a difference.    And having your

mind, body, brain and emotional welfare operating in tandem helps develop a

solid foundation, not only for your talents but for your life.

The good news is that it's something you have 100% control over to change.
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Learning how to wield your talent skilfully is where you'll find the buried

treasure.

Ultimately it defines who you are, by reflecting what you love doing, it shows

where you fit, and what you bring to the table.

Once those boxes are ticked you can move into developing the true value you

and your marvellous talent long to shine into other people's hearts and minds.

The steps that take you there are NOT to be undermined
in any way, shape or form...

This report aims to take you through your paces! Let's set the scene by asking...

Are you ready to play?

I. Get the best from your talent?

You have a gift, you know it, because the world gives you this sort of feedback,

on a regular basis. You've heard it so often that...

You're a believer!
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But is it enough?

Well this depends on what you want to do with it. If you want raving success,

and why wouldn't you, then it's unlikely to be enough as a standalone.

It won't feed you unless you work it baby... and that's where the practicalities in

this report begins.

I'm being playful, but in my area of coaching similar paradigms exist.

People even say they ought not charge for what comes easily to them. In ZAPPED,

a 2016 offbeat grower of a comedy penned by Steve Coogan, it's the mantra of

one of the main character's Soothsayer Barbara.

And certain as eggs is eggs, you'll have heard the following example time and

again. But, we're going there anyway, because you can't hear it enough if it's
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one of your particular afflictions in regards to valuing what your work delivers. It

brings what can be a hot-topic up close and personal:

You wouldn't call in a plumber and expect them
to work for free just because they know how to

fix the proverbial pipes or stop a leak!

What would your plumber say?  Hmmm, let me think...  Stokes chin in a Vic and

Bob soothing motion...

The answer is a tad unprintable here... but you get the picture.

How to get the best out of what you do?

You have to start by fully owning it, and I know lots of people say Fake It Till  You

Make It but seriously darling (d'ya see) yikes!   Does that really work for you?

Isn't it a tad draining?

Owning it means being it, without putting too much thought in, because it

emanates from the core of every pore without expending too much energy.

However, owning-it is not the easiest thing to do, but shifting your experience

will lead into feeling differently.  You have to feel it to own it, whether it's real or

not, feeling it is the key.
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Taken to it's natural conclusion this means being genuine, both inside and

outside the spotlight, which eliminates the need to compartmentalise your life

so that you're...

Just being you

Once you know how to do that you'll find it much easier to raise your game...

And if integrating all aspects of you is what needs to happen then that's where

you begin.

You're the one living inside your head, your body,
and your life (no matter who is or isn't watching)
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Likewise it's much harder to maintain a public image if part of your strategy

involves winding yourself up in knots; mentally, emotionally, or physically.

Finding better ways to get on board with you is vitally important, and we're

going to start by calling out the actions you take to avoid going there...

Let's Play!

Make a list of ALL your unhelpful coping strategies (without being

triggered into them).  Here are some you might recognise?

 Working yourself into a frenzy?

 Blaming other people?

 Being moody?

 Getting angry at all the wrong people, for all the wrong reasons?

 Making unhelpful lifestyle choices?

 Imbibing in compulsive patterns of behaviour?

 Not pursuing the work you'd ideally like, because of how the

process makes you feel?

 Add yours (if not covered)...

How many of these stop you from living the quality of life that your

innate talent has sitting in storage willing you to unpack it, use it, and

flourish?
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II. Value what you do?

When it comes to your talent, did you have to fight through the loola of how

your family framed it?  For example:

"I guess it's art for you"
implying it's 'the best of a bad lot'

or this one...

"What you want to do art?  You'll need to train for a
proper job just in case it doesn't work out"

When you were younger did you experience these or similar themes, when all

you craved was support and understanding?  Was your talent undermined one

way or another, by someone or a set of circumstances?

In hindsight it may have helped strengthen your determination, or derailed you,

for a while at any rate. Is that still the case on some level?

And once you'd regrouped did you begin developing it, as you accepted your

talent was not only what you loved doing, but found a certain inevitability about

it. Did inner courage arrive from somewhere that drove you on?
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Then having taken the getting-fully-on-board decision to make a success of it, did

you start bumping into a whole wrath of issues you'd not even contemplated?

Let's Play!

A simple way to gauge how much you value what you do is to start

asking yourself better questions?

Scale your answers to these?

The scale is 0-10 as 0 = impartial and 10 = the most intense it can

feel.  This benefits most from finding a quiet space where you can be,

on your own, in order to obtain the best answers.  0-10:

 How much do you respect your talent?

 How much time and effort do you invest in developing it?

 How much do you value other people's views on it?

 How much do you think your results are aligned with your talent?

 How much do you believe your talent will lead to having outstanding

success?

 How much are you willing to do to change what isn't bringing about

what you want right now?
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III. Get paid your true value?

This can be a tough one, because true value can be challenging to define, even

more so when it lives in a market that doesn't have an easy-to-read going rate.

How do people get paid in your field? Gillian Anderson learned to negotiate her

fees during The X Files by getting David Duchovny to negotiate his rate first.

When she was called in she merely said, "I'll have the same as him".  Now that's

chutzpah!   Of course we're not denying the obvious, or that the show was

already invested in her Scully, but still, it indicates wriggle-room.

Let's look at your creative field, and how you're expected to be paid:

 Is it commission based?

 Is it per series where the value is popularity related?

 Do you take payment up front, part up front, or fully on completion?

 How long do you have to wait?

 Is it ticket sales related?

 Is it reliant on social funding?

 Do you have to claim benefits to subsidise your income?

 Is payment not a priority for you?

 Do you manage by a.n.other means?

 Are you supported by a life partner, friends, well-wishers, or family?
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These options and many more besides are vital when they skyrocket stress

levels in terms of your survival and your talent's longevity.

But however you manage to juggle your talent with your 'real-life' and the

resulting lifestyle it affords you, the question is whether you're serving it in the

best possible way?

And are there other methods you haven't even begun to explore?

Let's Play!

Choose your main income stream and how well it delivers what you

know it's worth (re it's long-term value).

Find the shortfall, between what it delivers and it's true value, by

closing your eyes for a moment and tuning into your body:

 Can you sense that shortfall feeling?

 How does it make you feel?

 Would you like to change it?

What Gillian Anderson's story proves is that it can be done, industry myths can

be busted. And what if you didn't have to be amid a network hit series in order

to negotiate something better for yourself than you currently consider feasible?
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Changing your beliefs around what you consider to be an industry norm, starts

with mindset. Being needy about what's acceptable can turn into being a bit of

a doormat.

And in turn what does that do for the value of your work and your self-esteem?

IV. Recognise what success looks like

What does YOUR Success look like?  More importantly what do you look like

when you start to get underneath what you ultimately want your talent to

deliver?

Is it unreasonable to expect, of yourself, as much from what comes naturally as

the world expects from anyone else carrying out their role in life?

We think not!

You know only too well it's not as though your talent was offered up to you on a

plate and good-to-go, ready to drive out of the showroom.

You had to work your socks off

to develop your craft, right?
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And just because you enjoy it to the point that it doesn't always feel like work,

doesn't make it so.

Useful information

What you tell yourself, what you hear other people saying about and to you,

what you see, how you feel, is useful information.

It's useful because it's connected to current conditioning, and earlier life

programming.

Whether we like it or not, there's no apparent rhyme nor reason, until you get

right down to it.
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However, it's very logical once you get the insights, and comforting to know that:

We are ALL 'a lifelong work in progress'

Changing outmoded conditioning creates the road to freedom.  And freedom to

be who you truly are resides in your actions far more than your words.

Wishing things so, doesn't actually deliver.  It's more likely to block what you

wish for, especially when focusing on what's not happening.

Whenever you find yourself in a situation where your nerves fail you, your words

get blocked, your head swims, your guts churn, and your body takes over, then

It's good information that is letting you know:

It's something you can change for a better outcome...

That and the gentle reminder that you're human!  A mere detail that's often

overlooked.
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Let's Play!

Take a fresh page in your journal, diary, or whatever you use to check

in with day to day or from time to time, even if this is the first time...

Now, are you ready to start creating a broader, wider, brighter sense

of success for yourself, those around you, and the causes you feel

most strongly about?

What does your SUCCESS look like?

 Is it challenging to picture?

 Does it fill you full of fear, if so why?

 Do you look different, or the same?

 Do other people treat you differently, or the same?

 Do you treat other people differently, or the same?

Spend a few moments imagining each of these scenarios, see what feelings

come up, take care not to trigger yourself into anything wonky here, and if it does:

Stop.  Take a few deep breathes, a sip of water, 'break your state' (of mind); make

a cuppa, have a dance, put music on, watch something uplifting, go for a walk.

NB:  If deeply triggered contact an experienced practitioner.
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V. Being open to your success?

Once you've played along, you've covered some groundwork, then it's much

easier to start believing in your success because your WHY and HOW are coming

into focus.

If you feel they already are in focus, and you're no clearer as to what's NOT

working then it's a question of opening yourself up to exploring more, no

excuses because...

Everything we will and won't achieve comes from us
whether it's obvious or not

Changing your mindset, values, and belief system changes your entire world

view on what's possible. I can't emphasise that enough and I'm living proof of

that particular pudding!

It means that whatever blocks you from what you want begins and ends with

you...

If you're game, let's play for a moment!

What happens when you get some constructive feedback, invited or unwelcome,

how do you react?
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Do you become defensive justifying it with the following?

 They don't understand?

 What do they know?

 They're not my tribe?

Well I'm going to press a button or three by asking 'how does that help you as

an performer, creative, or writer?'

Paying attention to the critics creates an openness and even if it's not congruent

it helps you develop your case, instead of a defence wall.

We often can't see the bloomin' obvious
...the wood for the trees...

But when you're up close-and-personal in a project it can lead down a rabbit-

hole of only being with agreeable people.

How do you deal with critics?  Do they strengthen or undermine your beliefs?

It matters in terms of not having your work undervalued, whether you have a

market or not, because your work can never appeal to everyone.  Getting clear

on who your work is for, helps you get clarity around who and where to target.

Even when it's unsuccessful, economically, nothing's ever wasted.
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But being open to what you'd rather not hear enables personal growth and ticks

all the boxes of authenticity, because it further develops your clarity in order to

use your voice and being a role model for others.

Future generations

And if you have kids, they are unconsciously observing your every move, rather

than hearing your words.

If you're casting off what's hard to hear, you'll miss useful content, which taken

on board will enable you to develop your craft.

Coming from a place of being open, and non-judgemental means you can

impartially sift through, be discerning and know why.

Being in denial, changing the subject, walking off, and not listening deters from

your greatness.

In time you may come to thank those jarring comments in terms of where

they've led you in your work.

However, if you've a propensity to dismiss what you prefer not to hear, that in

itself is likely due to earlier conditioning, and getting to the gubbins (a technical

term) brings you more opportunities to ascend as a person and a talent.
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Let's Play!

This is a simple one.

 Think through what's contained in this report

 Re-read and complete the tasks if you skimmed through

 Make note of what resonates with you

 Decide what you want to change

 Make the decision to do something about it

Notes from Jane

My not knowing your starting point has resulted in a report that acts as an

introduction to the world of making personal difference, where valuing who you

are, your talents, and where you'd like to take them, is a crucial starting point.

But it's done it's job if you get just one thing from carrying out a task contained

here.

Social media

Facebook

Jane Unsworth

Instagram

on_the_couch_with_maj

LinkedIn

JaneUnsworth

Twitter

JaneUnsworth
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Jane works one-to-one with private clients, and also runs 4-week programmes in

Folkestone for creative performers.  Upcoming are:

July 2017 - £195.00* (8-hrs)

Life Is NOT A Dress Rehearsal

transforming your relationships, your life and you

September 2017 - £195.00* (8-hrs)

The Diva Delusion

defies all things weight, eating and food

November 2017 - £195.00* (8-hrs)

Ramp Up Your Talents

how do you value your talents

*  Repayment scheme available.

Numbers are limited to ensure you get personalised attention, please register

your interest early to secure your place.

Email Jane to learn more about the above, and with any further questions at

makingchange@janeunsworth.com


